
A street-level exhibition 
offering a new view  
of the City throughout 
Summer 2022

A Culture Mile Business Partnership  
project, delivered in partnership with  
the City of London Corporation and ARTIQ.

Expressions of Interest: Guide for Host Sites

Deadline for Expressions of Interest:  Monday 4th April, noon
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Opportunity
The Culture Mile Business Partnership is offering local businesses  
the opportunity to be Host Sites and display an artwork or sculpture  
as part of the ‘City Vistas’ area-wide exhibition over Summer 2022.

City Vistas is free of charge to take part in, and enables organisations 
to showcase a London-based emerging artist on-site for three 
months. The artworks will be visible by all from external street  
level vistas – whether located in lobbies, receptions or window  
spaces – activating the public realm and making the City a more 
welcoming place.

Following selection, the Culture Mile Business Partnership will work 
with Host Sites to understand their priorities and match them with 
appropriate artworks. Host Sites can choose featured work from a 
network of emerging artists and the Culture Mile Business Partnership 
will undertake the install, manage the logistics of the works whilst on 
site and undertake their removal when the exhibition comes to a close.

 

Across this three month period, Culture Mile will deliver a promotional 
campaign that will focus on engaging with City workers.

Collectively, the exhibition will tell the story of the local business 
community’s values through displaying artwork that reflects each 
organisation’s Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) priorities. 
During this discussion process, a curatorial theme will be identified, 
bringing together the Host Sites in a public-facing exhibition.

There is also an opportunity to expand each organisations’ exhibition, 
with associated investment detailed overleaf.
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Outcomes
In their ‘Fuelling Creative Renewal’ report, the Culture & Commerce 
Taskforce highlighted the reduced footfall and empty commercial 
spaces resulting from the pandemic. They highlighted the need for 
businesses to offer an office experience that attracts staff back from 
working at home and supports their wellbeing. 

City Vistas responds to these post-pandemic shifts taking place in the 
City. It aims to fill Culture Mile’s office and retail spaces with curated 
artworks, animating the area and engaging audiences – particularly 
local workers – with inspiring art that tells the story of local businesses’ 
ESG values.

City Vistas will:

◗  Engage local workers with inspiring content, contributing to their 
well-being and encouraging a return to the office

◗  Provide high quality creative content that engages the public,  
while enhancing the streets and overall perceptions of Culture Mile  
as a creative and vibrant area

◗  Demystify the City, providing an inclusive welcome and showcasing 
local business ESG priorities for the future of the area

◗  Demonstrate how creative activation of commercial sites can 
support the return to the City and future of workplace agendas

◗  Provide a platform for creatives, showcasing diverse, emerging talent 
and reflecting the City’s role in strengthening the resilience of the 
creative sector.

City Vistas builds on the learning from the ‘Enhancing the City’ activity 
undertaken as part of the Culture & Commerce Taskforce and the 
successful pilot project undertaken with Helical plc in their Barts 
Square retail units.

“ London is experiencing one of the slowest returns of footfall 
among UK cities” – Centre for Cities

“ Vacant units in the City of London increased by 47% during 
Covid-19” – the Local Data Company

“ Your office may lack energy… consider ways to make the  
office more compelling and interesting” – Tracy Brower, Forbes
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Benefits

“ Creativity is strongly correlated with superior business 
performance”: 

A study by McKinsey has shown that companies who place  
greater emphasis on creativity perform better financially and  
are more attractive to talent. 

Participating in City Vistas has numerous benefits for City businesses:

Compelling reasons for employees to return to the office

Art can encourage discussion, debate, staff engagement and a sense 
of pride, as well as supporting wellbeing and productivity:

◗  In a study by Cass Business School, 80% felt that art in their 
workplace improved their sense of wellbeing.

◗  Art in the workplace can specifically influence productivity among 
employees, with a 17% increase.

◗  The World’s Most Attractive Employers list showed that creative 
activity can lead to a 28% increase in staff retention.

Strengthened connections with communities and customers

◗  “  70% of customers avoid buying a product if they do not like  
a company.” Weber Shandwick 

◗  “ a [cultural] partnership serves to strengthen relationships  
with key clients by establishing cultural bonds and  
demonstrating shared values.” Harvard Business School

◗  Art can reflect local culture, reflecting what’s unique about the 
immediate area. Businesses can express a viewpoint on key societal 
issues by exhibiting related artworks – from the environmental and 
climate emergency, through to amplifying global majority voices and 
the equal representation of LGBTQIA+ artists. 

◗  In taking part in the City Vistas process, businesses will have the 
opportunity to work closely with an art consultant, who will support 
and advise in the selection of an artwork that maximises benefit  
to an organisation, its staff and strengthens ties with the local 
community and consumers. 
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Profile for your businesses and enhanced perceptions  
of the City as a destination for creativity and innovation

◗  Businesses will benefit from positive media attention through 
inclusion in press and social media activities for City Vistas 

◗  All Host Sites will be included within an area-wide engagement 
campaign targeting City workers, which will include a dedicated 
brand identity, vinyl interpretation panels, social assets to be shared 
through the professional and community networks of the Culture Mile 
Business Partnership 

◗  All sites will also feature on a digital map encouraging footfall  
between sites

Participation in an innovative model of mutual benefit for  
the local area

◗  Businesses will be trailblazers for year one of City Vistas  
- a recommended initiative of the Lord Mayor’s Culture  
& Commerce Taskforce.

◗  Not only will businesses benefit from the opportunities highlighted 
above, but exhibiting local practising artists will also contribute to 
Corporate Social Responsibility and ESG aims. Providing a platform 
for artists and hiring their work is a sustainable way to help build  
the resilience of London’s creative sector and maintain the City as  
a creative destination.
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Criteria
Up to eight City Vista Host Sites representing the local business 
ecology will be chosen by an expert panel through considering the 
Expressions of Interest (EOIs) against a set of prioritisation criteria:
1.  Reach: ability to maximise the profile of City Vistas and engagement 

of local workers as the target audience through the site

2.  Streetscape: opportunity to animate the area at street level, 
particularly those sites most impacted by Covid-19 (for example 
retail, food & beverage sites) and those previously unused for 
creative activity 
 

3.  Location: proximity to key public realm routes and junctions in  
order to animate key sites and gateways across the Culture Mile 
area (see map below)

4.  Depth of engagement: businesses proposing to run supplementary 
activities that will enhance the impact of the City Vistas exhibition 
will be prioritised, for example through artist talks, workshops, tours

5.  Inclusion: opportunity to enhance inclusion, engaging diverse public 
audiences, staff and/or artists

Culture Mile Spine  
- Ground Level and Podium Level (Primary Route)

Secondary Routes

Enhanced junctions

City of London boundary

For more on the Culture Spine please refer to the Look and Feel Strategy, page 14

https://democracy.cityoflondon.gov.uk/documents/s103549/Look%20and%20Feel%20Strategy%20Final%2031.08.pdf
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Requirements
 As part of City Vistas, successful City Vistas Host Site applicants:

◗  Will engage in an exploratory discussion with Culture Mile in order  
to share their ESG priorities and inform the curatorial theme.

◗  Will be able to display one artwork, valued on average at £5,000,  
for three months free of charge. 

◗  May wish to extend the artwork exhibition by a three, six or  
twelve month period which would incur a leasing fee, subject  
to the artwork value. 

◗  May also wish to exhibit more than one work, which would incur  
an additional fee.

◗  May signal an interest in working with specific artists or partners 
in order to bring forward diverse, emerging talent, in line with the 
available budget.

◗  Will be required to commit to the terms of a lease agreement,  
provide insurance cover for the work whilst on site, and to  
undertake a risk assessment.

◗  Will display a window vinyl explaining the work and inclusion within 
the wider City Vistas exhibition. This will be provided for free. 

◗  May wish to enhance the site with additional Culture Mile signposting 
and graphic vinyl displays, which can be provided for an additional 
fee. (This provides an opportunity for a more prominent display, 
strengthened visibility, enhanced connection to the existing area-
wide Culture Mile branding and other City Vistas sites. Examples of 
enhanced vinyl displays are available on request).
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How to apply
To apply to become a City Vistas Host Site, please complete  
the Google form on the Culture Mile website here and submit  
this by noon on Monday 4th April, 2022.

Questions
If you have any questions about City Vistas, please contact: 
info@culturemile.london

What is the Culture Mile  
Business Partnership?
The Culture Mile Business Partnership has formed to champion 
the creation of a new culture-led Business Improvement District – 
the Culture Mile BID. Subject to the outcome of a ballot of eligible 
businesses in the area, the BID will be launched in spring 2023.

For more information visit:  
www.culturemile.london/the-business-partnership

City Vistas is delivered in partnership with the City of London 
Corporation and ARTIQ  artiq.co 

Image Credits:

p2 - Carlos Penalver at LSE Centre Building, commissioned by ARTIQ

p3 - © Culture Mile / Odera Okoye

p4 - Artwork by Lucy Emms, commissioned by Artiq; © Culture Mile / Odera Okoye

p5 - © Culture Mile / Odera Okoye

p1, 7, 8 - Hidden City by Emile Holba, commissioned by Culture Mile, on display  
at Barts Square; © Culture Mile / Odera Okoye

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd0LxbgexUSp-9jlEy6BSmVgOmddBb-WDxzDmG9sA9gayTU-w/viewform
mailto:info@culturemile.london
https://www.culturemile.london/the-business-partnership
https://artiq.co
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